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Abstract. The new tasks of the country's development determine the
special significance of the academic and professional community of the
construction industry in deep understanding and active participation in the
processes of traditional transformation and the formation of new areas of
competence. Creation, facilities and infrastructure, urban environment –
become today a main area of intersection and concentration of high-tech
areas of scientific progress. The article considers an original scheme of
system engineering for digital modeling of creative activity are presented.
Within the framework of the scheme, seven levels of digital modeling,
corresponding to six levels of aggregation of links: «plan» – «goal»,
«object» – «project», «process» – «time», «technology» – «economy»,
«system» – «resource», «complex» – «convergence» are described.

1 Digital Models
The program “Digital Economy of the Russian Federation”, approved by the Government
Decree of the Russian Federation of 28/07/2017, No. 1632-p, defines the following main
point-to-point digital technologies [7]:
 bulk of data;
 neurotechnologies and artificial intelligence;
 distributed ledger systems;
 quantum technologies;
 new manufacturing technology;
 industrial Internet;
 robotics components and sensory;
 wireless communication technology;
 virtual reality and augmented reality technology.
At the same time it was pointed out that the above list of technology is not exhaustive,
but may be changed as new technologies develop. However, it is obvious that its initial
version also forms a significant number of intersections of virtually all component
directions in the above mentioned “smart city” paradigm. The above mentioned is in fact
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confirmed by a reference to a specific direction of “creating smart cities” [7] as a priority,
prospectively supplementing the program with a corresponding section and a “road map”
on the first pages of the program [7] completing the list of end-to-end technologies.
Therefore, in order to form a fair view of the development prospects of digital modeling
in creative activity, it is absolutely necessary to perform an analysis of a new domain area
at the level of determining its constituent elements and structural connections. I am
confident that this will massively simplify the understanding of the emerging “digital”
trends in the development of the real sector of the construction industry in the new
understanding of its professional responsibility, not only by experts, but also by managers
of various levels, whose competence today actually determines the innovative potential of
any enterprise within the entire scope of work. The objective in this context is more than
timely, because there are very few attempts of such analysis today, most of which are not
academic, but represent a private initiative of individual practitioners or their associations
of various properties forced to independently form strategic and tactical “digital”
benchmarks of their own business, to objectively evaluate and integrate into a fairly rapidly
changing technological and economic model, as well as the system of regulation of the
industry and/or, in case of representatives of companies – software developers – to
substantively present the promotion of their products.
Further, the author presents his own view on the systems engineering [6] of digital
modeling of creative activity (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Systems engineering of digital modeling in creative activity
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The presented logical and conceptual scheme in the cybernetics paradigm of problemoriented modeling abstractly highlights the main subject-object (object-subject) horizontal
communication of the constituent elements, each pair of which is determined to correspond
to their own level of digital modeling.
At the first (I) level of digital modeling of subject-object connections (the top line of
names of verticals of subjects and objects is given in fig. 1), various aspects of the
motivational component of the activity, that establish a direct correspondence of a certain
set of plans to a certain set of goals, are formalized, often by simple arbitrary or fixed
format description. An object-subject feedback implies the effect of target correction on the
plans for their execution, and the conditionally symmetric subject-object connection (the
bottom line of the names of the verticals of objects and subjects is given in fig. 1) changes
the priority pattern to the inverse – a set of objectives corresponds to a number of plans.
For the conceptual simplicity of the general logic of the scheme, the presented system
engineering of digital modeling of creative activity establishes a conventionally direct
correspondence of the levels of digital modeling to the levels of the BIM dimensions. So,
the first (I) level of digital modeling corresponds to the first (1D) level of the BIM
dimensions.
In a similar manner, the logic of the system design of digital modeling of creative
activity implies seven levels that correspond to the six levels of aggregation of subject
matters in terms of subject-object (object-subject) connections: “plan” – “objective”,
“object” – “project”, “process” – “time”, “technology” – “economics”, “system” –
“resource”, “complex” – “convergence”.
At the second (II) and at the third (III) level of digital modeling of subject-object
connections in the project, two- and three-dimensional models of some object of creative
activity are formalized, respectively. Object-subject feedback implies the influence of a set
of conditions and design constraints on the object itself, and the conditionally symmetric
subject-object connection changes the matching priority pattern to the feedback when the
object is created based on the design priority set on any basis (for example, using a typical
project). It should be noted that the subject matter of the “object” – “project” of the second
(II) and the third (III) level of digital modeling is not limited to two- and three-dimensional
visualization of the object, but is the basis for automation and optimization of version
design, design and intelligent parameterization of the project.
The second (II) and the third (III) level of digital modeling is determined by the second
(2D) and the third (3D) level of the BIM dimension, respectively.
At the fourth (IV) level of digital modeling of subject-object connections, the processes
that constitute creative activity are formalized by the time they need. Object-subject
feedback implies the influence of temporal conditions and constraints on the processes
under consideration, and the conditionally symmetric subject-object connection changes the
correspondence priority scheme to reverse, when a set of processes is formed based on the
conditions and time constraints (for example, fixed time limits for object infrastructure
commissioning). The subject matter of the “process” in the scheme aggregates their
exhaustive formulation of a specific task set (production, organizational, management
processes, etc.).
So, the fourth (IV) level of digital modeling corresponds to the fourth (4D) level of the
BIM dimensions.
At the fifth (V) level of digital modeling of subject-object connections, technologies
used in creative activity are formalized by estimating the value of their use. Object-subject
feedback implies a direct impact of economic conditions and restrictions on the
technologies used, and a conditionally symmetric subject-object connection changes the
compliance priority scheme to feedback when technological schemes are formed based on
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financial conditions and restrictions (for example, availability of a particular process
equipment).
The fifth (5D) level of the BIM dimensions corresponds to the fifth (V) level of digital
modeling.
At the sixth (VI) level of digital modeling of subject-object connections, the objects,
processes and technologies constituting the building systems are formalized by the
aggregation of all types of resource support for creative activities presented at previous
levels of digital modeling by economics and time. The object-subject feedback implies the
influence of resource conditions and restrictions on the systems under consideration, and
the conditionally symmetric subject-object connection changes the compliance priority
scheme to feedback, when the building system itself is formed based on conditions and
resource constraints (for example, construction under the conditions of disruption of
supplies of materials or lack of qualified personnel). The subject-matter of the “system” in
the scheme corresponds to the definition of a “building system” as a finite set of functional
components (elements, objects, construction complex) and their connections, selected in
accordance with a specific goal within a certain time frame [3]. The subject matter of
“resources” is aggregated by their exhaustive formulation of a specific task set (material,
technical, labor, organizational, etc.).
The sixth (VI) level of digital modeling corresponds to the sixth (6D) level of the BIM
dimensions.
At the seventh (VII) level of digital modeling of subject-object connections, building
systems that make up creative activity are combined into complexes that include
additionally qualitatively different systems (for example, social or biosphere [6]) and make
up the object of digital modeling of a new class in terms of convergence. The object-subject
feedback implies the influence of qualitatively different systems with respect to
construction systems on the complexes in which they are considered, and the conditionally
symmetric subject-object communication changes the priority scheme to reverse, when
quality systems are significantly different affect the complexes of building systems without
regard to their positioning with respect to the complex under consideration (for example,
the influence of the geopolitical situation on the course of dependent construction projects).
It should be particularly noted that the analysis and solution of most of the tasks of the
above mentioned new stage of creative activity (stage 4 in fig. 1) is formalized in terms of
convergence precisely at this level of digital modeling.
The seventh (VII) level of digital modeling defines the expanded seventh (7+D) level of
the BIM dimensions, including a further abstraction of any next level of digital modeling,
qualitative convergence of constituent systems of various properties (8D, 9D, ..., ND),
objectively limited, however, by current status scientific and technical and social progress
of society, on the one hand, and objectivity of necessity and elementary common sense, on
the other hand.
Any scaling of I–VI levels of digital modeling and the corresponding levels of BIM
dimensions is currently objectively exhausted by the framework of six available levels of
aggregation of entities in terms of subject-object (object-subject) connections: “plan” –
“objective”, “object” – “project”, “process” – “time”, “technology” – “economics”,
“system” – “resource”, “complex” – “convergence”.
All the levels of digital models of the presented system engineering of creative activity
are connected on object basis, on subject basis, and, in fact, on the logic of digital models,
voluntarily.
Any designated level of digital modeling of creative activity is open for establishing
connections with digital modeling systems external to the complex under consideration (for
example, weather forecasting).
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It is curious that the described approach to building subject-object and object-subject
direct connection and feedback (see fig. 1) at the model level allows for a correct
understanding of the subject matter and revision of emphasis in many completely practical
areas of innovative development and regulation of the industry. For example, some
differences in the assessment of resource, resource-index, basic-index and basiccompensatory methods for determining the estimated cost of construction are well clarified.
Summarizing the presented logical and conceptual scheme as a whole, it should be
noted that it is the paradigm of the subject matter “complex” – “convergence” which
includes the main challenges of scientific-and-technical advance to the traditional
understanding of the industry [1-5,8-13] and at the same time the quality effects of progress
in creative activity for the upcoming next 25 years.

2 Conclusions
1. An original system layout of digital modeling of creative activity is proposed. The
layout describes seven levels of digital modeling that correspond to six levels of links
formation: “plan” – “objective”, “facility” – “project”, “process” – “time”, “technology” –
“economics”, “system” – “resource”, “complex” – “convergence”. All levels of digital
models of the presented system engineering of creative activity are connected on object
basis, on subject basis, and, in fact, on the logic of digital models, voluntarily.
2. Summarizing the presented logical and conceptual scheme as a whole, it is noted
that it is the paradigm of the subject matter “complex” – “convergence” which includes
main challenges of scientific-and-technical advance to the traditional understanding of the
industry and at the same time the quality effects of progress in creative activity in the
horizon of the next few decades.
This work was financially supported by Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian
Federation (#NSh-3492.2018.8).
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